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as 'Scenario' 15, 29
content of 11–16, 33
messy'/foul' 18–21
multiply distributed 23
ploters and playwrights different 27–30, 254
ploters of 2, 11, 14
precedes dialogue 10, 17
relationship to other plots 228
reused 34
stand in for lost dialogue 23
Pollard, Thomas 188
Pooley, Roger 274 n 6
Pope, Alexander  Works of . . . Shakespeare 264 n 93
Popples, William  Lady's Revenge 281 n 43
Porter, Endimion 281 n 37
Powell, George Alphonsus 81
Powell, Jocelyn 279 n 3
Poynting, Sarah 303 n 8
pre-plot 204, 205
presenter 79, 80, 107
Prince Charles' Men 59
printed playbook 5, 7, 17
variant states of 100–3, 104, 106–9, 129–30, 148–9, 199, 255
see also allowed book, prompter's book
printers 7
and scrolls 195–9
and songs 118–34
of bills and Arguments 3
proclamations 54, see also scrolls
Progress to Parnassus 309 n 45
prologues and epilogues 5, 7, 10, 74
as phoney authors 113–16
as types of scroll 6, 174, 186–7
benefits and 81–2, 86, 93–6, 283 n 73
choruses and 106–9
circulating with songs 105, 107, 156–7, 171, 253
prolouges and epilogues (cont.)
clothes of 106, 112–14
first performance and 82–91, 109, 117,
253, 255
for court 83, 100, 109, 110, 118, 153, 253
for plays that are lost 99–103
for second performance 95
ill-learnt 97
look and placement on page 103–4, 104–6
lost 96, 97
Master of the Revels and 110
not by playwright 103–9, 122
not in prompter’s book 97
occasion-specific 82–3
onstage 97–8
players of 112–17
present/absent in variant texts 100–3, 104, 106–9
printed plays and 82, 117–18
read in performance 98
Restoration 81–2
reuse of old 105–6, 111
revision and 82–93, 109, 111, 118
revivals and 94, 100, 105, 118
separately circulating 2, 98–100, 103–6, 107,
156, 253
strolling players and 96–7
see also choruses and interim texts, inductions
promptbook see prompter’s book
prompter 19, 97
extracts stage-directions 3
holds book throughout performance 216–17
is responsible for parts 242
other words for 229–20, 309 n 45
prompts throughout performance 219–21
responsible for entrances 221
supplies property-list 187
prompter’s book 3, 5, 7, 181, 231
additions in 4
calls in 230–1
cuts in 2
defined 205, 229–31
lacking arguments and scrolls in 2
lacking masques in 133
lacking prolouges in 97
lacking songs in 142
not source of staged documents 254
patches written into 3
relationship to backstage plots 3, 203–4,
227–31
revisions in 4
song in 142–3
source for other theatrical documents 3
see also allowed book, printed playbook
property-list 3, 187, 206
props 201
in margins of plots 213
scrolls as 2, 141, 179, 197, 200
Proudfoot, G. R. 303 n 8
Prynne, William 172
Histrionicus 239, 247, 313 n 26
Publius Ovidii Nasonis Melaeager 70
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Purfoot, Thomas 39
Puttenham, George Arte of English Poesie 10
Pyk, John 310 n 72
Quarles, Francis Virgin Widow 134, 175
Queen Henrietta’s Men 129–30, 150
Queen’s Men 57, 111, 243
Queen’s Revels 133, 134, 296 n 66
Quiller-Couch, Arthur 306 n 60
Raleigh, Walter Poems 310 n 73
Randolph, Thomas 18, 30
Ampstall 288 n 141
Aristippus 113
Hey for Honesty 1, 251
Rankins, William Mirror of Monsters 51, 265 n 2
Seaven Satyres 7
Rasmussen, Eric 247
Raneis Ghost 143
Ravenscroft, Thomas 127
Careless Lovers 230
Desteromelia 292 n 28
Pammelie 292 n 28
Recueil des Plus Excellents Ballets 274 n 9
Red Bull Players 83
Red Bull Playhouse 45, 57, 69, 82, 99
Reed, Isaac et al. Plays and Poems of William
Shakespeare 311 n 85
Register of All the Noble Men 70
rehearsals 3, 140–4, 203–4, 227, 307 n 12
of songs 6
Rennert, Hugo Albert 266 n 6
Returne from Pernassus 97, 116, 242
revision 82–93, 109, 111, 118, 145–53, 156, 157, 228,
229, 254
revivals 94–103, 105, 110, 112, 118, 122, 155, 229, 235
Reymes, William Self Interest 96
Richards, Nathaniel Tragedy of Messallina 84,
147, 279 n 16
Riewald, J. G. 266 n 10
Roberts, James 39–40, 41–2, 71, 267 n 21
Robinson, Humphrey and Humphrey
Moseley 114
Robinson, Richard 188
rope-dancing bill 37, 43–4, 45
Rose Playhouse 39–47
Rosseter, Philip Booke of Ayres 128
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Rossum-Steenbeek, M. van 273 n 2
Rous, Francis Diseases 234
Rowe, John 265 n 2
Rowe, Nicholas Jane Shore 189, 218
Rowland, Richard 184
Rowlands, Samuel Pamilio 113, 280 n 22
Rowley, Samuel 23
Noble Souldier 84, see also William Rowley
Rowley, William All’s Lost by Lost 64, 111, 273 n 1, 278 n 8, 289 n 143
Hymen Holliday 312 n 13, see also Samuel Rowley
Boyson, R. 314
Rudd, Anthony, Thomas Richards, Laurence
Johnson Misogynus 288 n 141
Rudick, Michael 310 n 73
Rudyard, Benjamin Le Prince 269 n 54
Ruggle, George Ignoramus 16
Rumnalls, Graham A. 314 n 40
Rusten, J. 274 n 4
Rye, William B. 280 n 20
Sabol, Andrew J. 120, 295 n 58, 299 n 104, 307 n 17
Salisbury Court 59, 65, 111, 216
Salzman, Paul 278 n 3
Saviolo, Vincentio 49
Scase, Wendy 206 n 9
scenario 15, see also plot-scenario
scene division 14–15, 19–21, 23, see also act division
Schelling, Felix E. 292 n 29
Scouten, Arthur H. 282 n 46
scribe-directions 154, 181, 182–4, see also stage-directions
scribes alter texts while copying 192, see also backstage-plots: scribes of, scroll-scribe, part-scribe
scrolls 5, 6, 103, 140, 141, 144
as props 141
circulate as group 156
circulate separately from text 6, 190–9, 253, 254
copied by scribe 2
differ when there is variant text of same play 199
distinctive in manuscript 177–8, 187
distinctive typography 174–7, 181, 197
‘headings’ for 176–7, 178, 181
‘lost’ 142
not in actors’ parts 179–81
not in playbooks 192–5
plays not datable from 254
property letters as 186–7, 190, 198
with cues 182, 188–90
with ‘etc.’ 193
see also ‘blank’: type of scroll, scroll-scribes
scroll-scribes 159, 179–88
copy scrolls 2, 3
create contents of scrolls 183–4
see also backstage-plots: scribes of, part-scribe, scrolls
Scudery, Théophile 18, 266 n 6
second performance 90, 93–5, 187, see also first performance
Second Report of Doctor John Faustus 288 n 139
Seneca 63
Seng, Peter J. 298 n 96, 301 n 145
Senlis Amor 22, 31
Shaa, Robert 201–2, 307 n 15
Shackerley, Marmion Hollands Leaguer 59
Shakespeare, William 18, 27, 28, 31, 34, 42, 59, 61, 99, 118, 222, 230, 231
All’s Well 34, 193, 256
As You Like It 115, 119, 127, 142, 162, 172, 180, 290 n 155
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1 Henry IV 13, 74, 122, 304 n 31
2 Henry IV 13, 114, 115, 119
Henry V 41, 108, 119
1 Henry VI 40
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3 Henry VI 41, 194
Henry VIII 85, 88, 103, 119
Julius Caesar 123
King John 29, 222
King Lear 34, 40, 140, 199, 247
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Macbeth 121, 149, 151, 162
Measure for Measure 33, 133–4, 196
Merchant of Venice 40, 61, 179, 185, 191
Merry Wives 40, 102, 152
Midsummer Night’s Dream 40, 119, 122, 162, 206, 214, 242
Othello 8, 95, 102, 123, 128, 140, 147, 189–90, 219
Passionate Pilgrim 191–2
Pericles 13, 40, 41, 114, 121, 151
Rape of Lucrece 259 n 18
Richard II 95
Richard III 60, 82
Romeo and Juliet 97, 101, 102–3, 106, 219
Taming of the Shrew 29, 107
Tempest 88, 102, 115, 139, 149, 152, 163
Timon of Athens 34, 103, 168, 256
Titus Andronicus 40, 41
Shakespeare, William (cont.)
Troilus and Cressida 88, 102–3, 280 n 32, 289 n 144
Twelfth Night 87–8, 127, 139–40, 147, 166, 175, 197–8
[and Fletcher] Two Noble Kinsmen 41, 85, 151
Winter’s Tale 107, 149, 150, 166, 216
see also Edward III
Shapiro, I. A. 259 n 14, 264 n 95
Shapiro, Michael 290 n 155
Sharpham, Edward Capi’s Whirligig 280 n 17
Shuttrock, Charles Harleian 308 n 34
Shelton, Thomas, translator Don Quixote 170
Sheppard, Simon Committee-Man Curried 131
Sherbo, Arthur 291 n 13
Sherburn, Edward 68
Shergold, N. D. 269 n 57, 274 n 9
Sheridan, Thomas British Education 309 n 55
Sherman, William H. 290 n 156
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Brothers 9
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Consistent Maid 67, 297 n 84
Coronation 112
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Dukes Mistris 124, 150, 289 n 149
[and Charles I] Gamster 31
Hide Parke 308 n 41
Imposture 281 n 37
Lady of Pleasure 8, 309 n 58
Poems 84, 124, 129, 156, 269 n 58, 278 n 5, 286 n 113
School of Complement 8, 279 n 16
Sisters 144, 106
Triumph of Beauty 313 n 34
Triumph of Peace 206, 219
Wintie Faire One 131
Sidney, Philip 131
Silver, Toby and George 49, 51, 52
Simon, Eckhardt 284 n 80, 315 n 22
singers 2, 6, 134, 140
voice-breaking 140, 146–7, 148, 255
single performances 255, see also first performances
siquis 53–4
Sir John Oldcastle 40, 41
Sisson, C. J. 261 n 51, 279 n 16, 297 n 80, 305 n 36
Smith, D. I. B. 271 n 81
Smith, Irwin 352
Smith, Peter 149

Smith, Wentworth 23
Hector of Germany 182
Some, Robert 266 n 10
songs 3, 5, 7, 8, 22, 103, 105, 111
added 147–53
amongst front or back matter 157
as types of scroll 174
bearing theatrical traces 160–7
circulating with prologues and epilogues 105, 107, 156–7, 171, 253
cut for shortening play 145–7
‘etc.’ in 142–3
‘found’ in music manuscripts though lost from play 168, 253
in theatre library 157–40
‘lost’ 120–30, 135, 144
lyricist of 131–4
lyrics for written by composer 2, 3, 127–8, 163–4
not by playwright 130
not in performance form 164–7, 195
not in prompter’s book 142
‘old’ tune for 157–40
on separate papers 135, 253
on sheet containing music 6, 141–3
play ‘patches’ and 1
post-performance circulation of 143–4
present/absent in variant texts 129–30, 148–9, 255
printed with musical notation 164
printers of 128–34, 153–60, 160
‘random’ 125
rehearsal of 2, 6, 140–1
revivals and 122, 155
sent to composer 6
with cue-list 206
with cues 160–2, 190
see also composers
Sorlien, Robert Parker 276 n 27
Southorn, Edward 190
Spectator 278 n 2
spectators see audience
speech-prefixes 174
wayward around scrolls 184–8
Speight, George 273 n 105
Spencer, John Things New and Old 269 n 50
Spevack, Marvin 313 n 28
Spink, Ian 295 n 66
stage-directions 174, 204
actors’ parts and 244
actually scribe-directions 184
literary terms and 228
relationship to backstage-plots 205, 227–8, 231
relationship to plot-scenarios 11
see also scribe-directions
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